By REAL DESIRE p,2,1:50.4; 3,1:49.4; 4,1:48.2 ($3,323,606) by Life Sign p,3,1:50.3. Sire of 715 winners, 425 in 1:55, 38 in 1:50, and 217 earners over $100,000 including STATE TREASURER p,1:47 ($1,908,424), ROCKIN RON p,1:47.2 ($1,663,423), TELL ALL p,3,1:48.3 ($1,509,227), RAZZLE DAZZLE p,1:49.1 ($1,017,956), CINDERELLA GUY p,1:49.1 ($904,005), SHEER DESIRE p,3,1:49.2 ($852,477), FOXY LADY (M) p,1:50.4 ($748,772), etc. 2020 two-year-olds include MOZILLA (M) p,2,1:57.1f, SPADES IT IS p,2,Q1:59, etc.

1st Dam PLATINUM ROCKS p,2,1:57.2: BT1:54.4 ($5,825) by Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3. 2 wins. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam PLATINUM CHOICE p,3,Q2:02.1f: 1:56.3f; BT 1:54.4 ($26,042). by Admirals Galley p,2,1:54.2. 2 wins. Dam of 4 of racing age including a 2-year-old. 1 exported. Dam of:

- PLATINUM ROCKS p,2,1:57.2: BT 1:54.1 (m, Rocknroll Hanover) ($5,825). 2 wins. As above.
- McKinnon p,2,2:01.2h; BT 1:55.1f (McArdle) ($15,990). At 2, second in OHSS (leg) at Scioto.

3rd Dam PLATINUM CARD by Ambro Aussie p,3,1:51.4. Starter at 2. Sister to MONEY LENDER p,3,1:53.2 ($773,265). Dam of 18 foals, 16 winners, 1 in 1:49, 11 in 1:55, including:

- ADMIRAL'S EXPRESS p,2,2:01.3h; 3,Q1:56.3; 1:48.2 (Admirals Galley) ($1,766,644). 86 wins. O'Brien Horse of the Year; O'Brien Older Pacing Horse of the Year. At 2, winner 5 MI Colt S.; second in 2 MI Colt S. and Fedele Fauri Futurity (elim.); third in MI Colt S. At 3, winner MI Breeder's Futurity, Fedele Fauri Futurity and 5 MI Colt S.; second in Wolverine Futurity, MI Colt S. (leg), MI Sires (elim.); third in Final MI Sires S., MI Futurity, Spartan Futurity (elim.). At 4, winner Toronto Series (leg), Coon Futurity, Cam Fella Series (leg), MI-Bred Pari-Mutuel S. (elim.); third in Final Toronto Series. At 5, third in Spring Pacing Championship (leg and Final). At 6, third in Final Des Smith Classic. At 7, second in Canadian Pacing Derby (elim.). At 8, third in Final Spring Pacing Championship. At 9, winner Des Smith Classic (elim.); third in Woodbine Gold Cup and Spring Pacing Championship (2 legs).

- THE ADMIRAL p,2,1:56.1f; 3,1:52.4; 1:54.4; BT 1:50.3 (Admirals Galley) ($483,203). 38 wins. At 2, winner MI Elite (leg); second in MI Sires S. (elim. and Final), Spartan Futurity, MI Colt S. Fall Finals, 2 MI Colt S., Wolverine Futurity, MI Breeder's Futurity, MI Futurity, MI Elite (leg). At 3, winner MI Breeder's Futurity, MI Futurity, 3 legs and Final MI Sires S., MI Sires S. (elim.); second in Final MI Sires S. At 4, second in leg and Final Willowdale Series.

- SUPER SOPH p,2,2:12.1h; 3,2:00.2f; 1:53.2; BT 1:52.4 (Keystone Raider) ($172,368). 39 wins. At 2, winner MI Colt S. At 3, winner 2 MI Colt S.; second in 3 MI Colt S.

- ONE CARD SHORT p,2,2:12.1h; 3,2:00.2f; 1:53.2; BT 1:52.4. At 2, winner MI Colt S. Spring Finals (elim.). At 3, winner 5 MI Colt S.; second in 3 MI Colt S.

- ALBADA p,2,2:02.9; 3,1:59.1f; 1:54.2 (m, Allie Kelly) ($148,949). 45 wins. At 2, winner MI Colt S. Spring Finals (elim.). At 3, winner 5 MI Colt S.; second in 3 MI Colt S.

- PREFERENCE p,2,1:54.4; 3,1:52 (m, Admirals Galley) ($137,838). 8 wins. At 2, winner and Final MI Sires S., Fedele Fauri Futurity and 2 MI Colt S. At 3, winner Final MI Elite (second in leg); second in Final MI Sires S.; third in Final MI Sires S. At 4, winner MI-Bred Pari-Mutuel S. (elim.); second in Final Coon Futurity. Dam of EXPRESS JET p,1:51.1f ($200,383), CONATA p,4,1:54.4, etc.

Producers: Captiva Cam (dam of CHEYENNE PATTI p,1:52.1f-$168,962, TOPANGA CANYON p,1:56.2h-$157,825, BRILLO CAMARILLO p,1:53.1f-$148,223), etc.